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What if 
any employee 
could use a 
corporate card?



Ah, the corporate card. If you’re a VIP, you get one. Everyone 
else has less than stellar options for making tactical business 
purchases. Non-card owners can borrow the boss’s card and 
bring the receipt—later. Or use their own and expense it—later. 
Neither of these options empower team spending or give much 
control to the budget owner now. Both result in a monthly 
accounting process that’s painful.

Imagine if corporate card purchases were as fast and available 
to everyone as texting. “Hey, I need this, will you approve it?” 
becomes a purchase request, complete with account codes 
attached. “Yes, I’ll approve it” becomes a single-use virtual card, 
ready for action. Work accomplished. And there’s no mystery 
charges on the monthly statement, because coding already 
happened. Makes you say, “ah.”

Meet the app 
that makes 
corporate 
cards better.

Tradeshift Go | Spend management for corporate cards



Forget paper receipts 

and overblown employee 

spend. Tradeshift Go lets 

you issue pre-approved, 

encrypted vcards through 

one simple app. Freedom 

to buy, free of worry—

that’s the power of Go.

Give your employees a card 
for a single purchase in a few 
seconds. It’s virtual, so it can’t 
fall into the wrong hands. 

Unlike traditional commercial 
cards, every transaction on 
Go is pre-approved, by you. A 
vcard is only issued once you 
have approved of the purchase. 

See everything you’ve 
approved in one place, like a 
credit card statement without 
the fine print. It’s that easy. 

Secure, limited 
use cards. 

Approval that 
comes first. 

Everything in 
one place.
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With Go, employees don’t have to be 
cardholders on your commercial card 
account to access payments. They just 
log into Go to enter a few purchase 
details and Voilà! Their request for a 
virtual card goes out immediately.

Unlike traditional corporate 
purchasing programs, Go puts 
approval directly in the hands of 
budget owners. So teams can 
get their purchasing done faster, 
and with less hassle. As soon 
as a manager approves a team 
member’s request, Go issues a 
virtual card for the employee to 
use immediately.

Make requesting easy.

Built for teams.

Tradeshift Go | Spend management for corporate cards



The purchase requests that you approve 
in Go are pre-coded with a business 
justification and accounting code. That info 
will also stay with the purchase all the way 
through your accounting process. There’s no 
need tore-code or reconcile anything when 
the monthly credit card bill comes in. 

No more reconciliation 
headaches.
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The problem isn’t tail spend. It’s 
mysterious credit card charges, 
after-the-fact expense reports, 
and too many long-tail vendors. 
Go makes tail spend visible and 
approvable. So you can just say 
yes to the request. 

Befriend tail-spend



Tradeshift Go | Spend management for corporate cards

Pre-purchase 
approvals

Card activation 
controls

Easy, chat-enabled 
requests

Receipt capture

Encrypted 
virtual cards

Real-time spend 
monitoring
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When we started looking at Go, we never saw it as a 
single-use tool. We looked at it and said, how many 

places can we plug this into our process to eliminate 
risk, make it easier to do business, or capture more 

credit card spend to maximize incentives?
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Deploy a single 
corporate card for 
the whole business
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About Tradeshift 

Tradeshift drives supply chain innovation for the digitally 
connected economy. As the leader in supply chain payments 
and marketplaces, the company helps buyers and suppliers 
digitize all their trade transactions, collaborate on every 
process, and connect with any supply chain app. More than 
1.5 million companies across 190 countries trust Tradeshift 
to process over half a trillion USD in transaction value, 
making it the largest global business network for buying and 
selling. See how at tradeshift.com.
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